**Cue: SOPHIE : "I'VE NEVER FELT LIKE THIS BEFORE"**

**Sophie**

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \delta \]

**Honey, Honey**

\[ \delta \]

**Ly kills me ah-hah honey honey**

\[ \delta \]

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \delta \]
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ALI: A love machine
SOPHIE: That's nothing

HONEY HONEY LET ME FEEL IT AH-HA HONEY HONEY
Mamma Mia

Honey, Honey don't conceal it all

The way that you kiss good-night

Lisa, Ali

The way that you hold me tight

The way that you kiss me good-night

The way that you're holding me

D-
LISA: So this guy Sam is your Dad?...etc...

Cue to go on: SOPHIE “Hang on”
Mamma Mia

SOPHIE, ALI & LISA

HO-N-E-Y HO-N-E-Y TOU-CH ME SA-SY AN-

ENSEMBLE OOH

WA PA PA PA

Cue to go on: SOPHIE “I’m not surprised they said yes”

VAMP TILL READY

HA HO-N-E-Y HO-N-E-Y

HO-N-E-Y HO-N-E-Y HOLD

OOH

WA PA PA PA OOH

Bb
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Jan 2002
Look like a movie star

But I love just who you are

Mamma Mia
LISA: Oh, my God, are you sure about this?... etc...

BUT I LOVE JUST WHO YOU ARE

HONEY TO SAY THE LEAST YOU'RE A DOG-GONE BEAST

Mamma Mia
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Sophie, Lisa, Ali

Honey, Honey How You Thrill Me A -

Cue: Sophie "Then I've got 24 hours to find out - Arghhhh"

Vamp Till Ready
Heard about you before

... I wanted to know some more

Ooh...

You wanted to know some more

And now I'm about to see what you mean to me